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why this talk?







UX for web authors and marketers

“Drupal UX lacks in areas which 
impact non-technical users like 
authors, content editors, and 

marketers.”!



does it matter?

bad UX has a negative impact on 
productivity and on people’s moods



does it matter?

responsibility is shifting away from 
technical departments to the marketing 

department.

not only for website maintenance, but also for 
deciding upon and buying solutions





meh, it does the job…

it is a GREAT tool!



causes



Drupal community consists of mostly 
technical profiles



1.  site builders
2.  developers
3.  authors 

Drupal is build for



site builders
developers

authors

Drupal is build for



Drupal is not an off-the-shelf product

not tightly integrated



most website content is often 
unstructured

Drupal is very strong at modeling structured 
content, less at unstructured content



unstructuredstructured



the low hanging fruit

UI inconsistencies
asset management
page building tools

creation of links and references

based on our experience from working with clients



UI inconsistency

e.g. modal dialogs

Drupal 7 core overlay CKEditor Link File Entity



asset management

Media module is only a framework, clean 
solution should be build on top


assets should become first class citizens



linking and referencing

many ways of linking or referencing
confusing and prone to errors

CKEditor Link Redirect module Entity Reference



intuitive page building

what about unstructured content?
rich text editor or pure inline editing are not really suitable

consistency, content reuse, accessibility, headless, …



new back-endhow to make Drupal 
better?



power user or beginner? or both?
analyse, prototype and test 
build solutions, not features

know your audience



embrace UX people and the knowledge 
and skills they can contribute to Drupal



UX is not something that can be bolted 
on in the end



Human Interface Guidelines

compare with OS X Human Interface Guidelines
consitency across core and contrib



stay as close to core as possible



do not switch to the backend if not 
necessary



1 node with 4 fields

be generic, do not structure too much



be generic, do not structure too much

image component
title component
text component
CTA component





a library of components which 
authors can use to compose a page



provide sample content for new 
components

this gives authors a head start



get inspired by competitors
or at least do not ignore them



new back-endexisting solutions in 
Drupal ecosystem



Drupal 8
content preview







preview before publishing

activate different templates

previewing on different screen sizes

preview of navigation

but, it is time-consuming



Drupal 8
inline editing





fast editing

great preview

not only text fields

only works on existing pages

UI is a bit confusing/buggy



Panopoly





layers of complexity



Paragraphs





constant switching between front- and 
backend



Paragraphs patch

edit paragraph items separately using 
contextual links


https://www.drupal.org/node/2448677

credits to StryKaizer



Paragraphs patch

no need to digg around in the backend



Paragraphs patch

extension for delete



Paragraphs patch

extension for add



when can I start a new website on 
Drupal 8?

take aways 


Drupal UX is optimized for a technical audience

embrace UX people

Drupal has big potential, but not fully polished 




